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TASMANIAN WORKING 
SHEEPDOG ASSOCIATION 
Winter Newsletter 2019 

FROM THE PRESIDENT  
Hi All, 
 
As we enter the second half of our trialing year I’d like to acknowledge 
the great work of all the committees and individuals that have run trials 
so far and remind everyone about the importance of supporting every 
trial you can. We are very fortunate to have such a big calendar of 
events in our state and fantastic sponsorship which shouldn’t being 
taken for granted.  
 
Preparations are well underway for next years Supreme and Test and 
the pressure on the organisers will continue to ramp up between now 
and October next year. The upgrades to the venue at Campbell Town 
are as good as any venue I’ve seen in my 26 years in the sport. This 
years Tasmanian Championships will give us the opportunity to 
experience the venue before next years’ big event. 
 
I’d like to take this opportunity to remind all members that Tasmania is 
a small state on the national stage and we continue to punch well above 
our weight compared with the larger mainland states. We have every 
reason to be very proud of these achievements. Take some time to 
reflect on what it is that we do which is so successful for us and 
understand that change isn’t always for the betterment. Having said 
that I cannot overstate the importance of unity within our state. With 
whatever paths we democratically decided upon that we take going 
forward, it’s imperative to our continued success that we are all 100% 
supportive of our state “TASMANIA” 
 
I recently saw a sign at my son’s soccer ground which I thought was 
very worthy of a quote. It read:  
 
“Before you complain, have you volunteered yet?” 
 
I’d like to finish off this report by wishing the Australian Test team, 
captained by our own Bernard McGlashan, all the best in their 
endeavours to win the Way Leggo cup on NZ soil in October.  
 
Regards Lee Jamieson  
President TWSDA 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Aug 31st – Rosevale Trial at Reuben’s Rd, Rosevale (Trans-
Tasman) Head up the road and look for the shearing shed.  
Aug 31st – Special General Meeting at the Rosevale Trial 
Oct 5th & 6th – Meander Trial, Meander  
Nov 2nd, 3rd & 4th – Deloraine Craft Fair Trial, Deloraine 
Nov 8th, 9th & 10th – Tasmanian State Champonships, 
Campbell Town 
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RULES OF THE ROAD: FROM THE TASSIE COURSE RULE BOOK 

Rule 10. Points deductions.  

3. Pull  

a. Drift for every 10m on the pull 1 point 
b. Sheep moving back onto the dog or dog 

giving ground 
1 or more points 

c. Each time sheep are controlled a new 
imaginary line is established 

Judges discretion 

d. Worker leaving starting peg prior to 
bringing all sheep around the starting peg 
on the left of the worker facing the sheep 

Disqualification 

 

VET CHAT: CRUCIATE LIGAMENT RUTURE 
Compiled by Dr. Megan Rowles  

A common injury seen in pet and working dogs is rupture of the cranial cruciate 
ligament. The cranial and caudal ligaments are responsible for stabilising the knee 
(stifle) joint, so damage to or tearing of them causes the dog to become very lame 
on a hind leg. Injury in working dogs is most commonly caused by catching the 
lower half of the leg when jumping into yards or onto the ute. In older dogs the 
ligament can break due to arthritis in the knee joint causing the ligament to fray 
like worn rope.  

Most cruciate ligament injuries can be diagnosed via a vet examining the joint to confirm it is unstable. Treatment of a 
completely torn ligament requires surgery. There are a number of different types of surgery used but two are 
particularly common in Tasmania.  

The first (Tibial Tuberosity Advancement or TTA) involves cutting, moving and plating the bone of the tibia to 
restabilise the knee. This is the surgery of choice for any dog over 15-20kg or any dog expected to make a full return to 
active work. Most dogs can walk on the leg with a limp within 24hours of the surgery and would return to light work 
in approximately 3 months. The second surgery (DeAngelis Procedure) is an older method in which an artificial 
ligament is placed to restabilise the joint. This surgery works well in smaller or less active dogs but does come with a 
higher risk of failure in larger or active dogs and a longer recovery time. Most dogs would start walking with a limp 
within 10-14 days.  

The other key differences between the procedures is cost, with the first surgery being significantly more expensive, 
and availability. To perform the first surgery (TTA) the vet has to undertake additional specialist training which limits 
the number of qualified vets who can offer it as an option. It is worth enquiring how regularly your vet performs either 
surgery as it may be worth paying a little more to be referred to a vet who performs them more frequently, to give you 
the best chance of a good outcome.  

A question commonly asked is what will happen if I do nothing? The answer is your dog will be permanently lame on 
that leg and unable to work or live comfortably. Arthritis will quickly develop in the knee joint and as more pressure is 
placed on the other leg there is an increased risk that the cruciate ligament on that side could rupture too. It is best to 
consider early treatment if you want your dog to make a full recovery. 

Penalty 

Tibia 

Tibia 

Femur 

Tibia Stifle/knee, cruciate 
ligaments 

Someville Flash: Dog hind leg anatomy. Photo: M Rowles 
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GONE TRIALING…AGFEST 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos by Matthew Larner, used with permission.  

Upper left: the impressive new sign painted by Louise Grant; 
top right: crowds lining the grounds with sponsor banners; upper 
middle left: Lisa Edwards and Bip at the pen; upper middle right: 
young dog Rattler holding his nerve for John Bramich; lower 
middle left: Bernard McGlashan and Nell show how it is done 
scoring 98 in the heats; lower right: Pairs winners Justin Pinner 
with Quin and Mary Sotheran with Nevada interchange at the 
race; lower left: winners and placegetters AGFEST 2019  
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COPRICE CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS TABLE  

Winner receives 12 months’ sponsorship by CopRice. So far only two of the six rounds have been 
completed.   

HANDLER DOG R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 TOTAL 
B. McGlashan Somerville Nell 10 10     20 
L Jamieson Shanandoah Steele 6 8     14 
M. Waddingham Obla Harry 8 -     8 
J. Bramich Jamiesons Nate 4 2     6 
B. McGlashan  Grassvalley Spud - 6     6 
B. McGlashan McGlashans Mist - 4     4 
B. McGlashan Seefud Lily 2 -     2 

 

CONSISTENCY TABLE  

Seven out of the 16 rounds have been completed so far this season. The top two handlers are selected to 
represent Tasmania in the 2019 Supreme Interstate Challenge. Top eight scores shown only. Full table 
with the points allocation for each round available on the TWSDA website.  

HANDLER DOG TOTAL POINTS 
B. McGlashan Somerville Nell 45 
L. Jamieson Shanandoah Steele 21 
M. Grant McGlashans Minty 18 
M. Waddingham Obla Harry 6 
B. McGlashan McGlashans Mist 6 
J. Pinner Native Rock Quinn 6 
J. Bramich Getaway Snake 6 
M. Waddingham Waterlea Patch 6 

  

 


